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By Myles S. Alexander, AIA

Myles S Alexander, AIA is the Director of YAF Asheville and Principal at Alexander 
Design Studio at Asheville, North Carolina.

HATCH is an annual four-day multi-discipline experience (in 

Asheville, NC and Bozeman, MT) that energizes creative professionals 

and thought leaders who are serious about transforming their ideas 

and talents into bold action, while inspiring others to do the same.

In conjunction with HATCH Asheville 2011, the AIA 

Asheville Young Architects Forum sponsored the first annual 

GROUNDBREAKERS architecture competition for architectural 

interns and licensed professionals with less than 10 years experience. 

The theme for this year’s HATCH Asheville Architecture discipline is 

Design for Action. The GROUNDBREAKERS competition was an open

Design
GROUNDBREAKERS

A Competition for Young Architects

ROBERT IVANOV
Robert Ivanov is the Architect Principal of Labscape, working 

directly with the clients to gain a first-hand understanding of the 

design intentions, opportunities and works directly with the Design 

Team to realize this creative vision. Robert has more than 10 years 

experience leading design teams through the process of conception 

to realization and has achieved a level of international recognized 

design excellence.

ANCA MATYIKU
Anca’s architectural explorations are framed by the notion that 

space is shaped not only by physical tangible form, but also by the 

ephemeral nuances of its existence through time.  She believes 

that the matter of the world we build in, the matter of architecture, 

consist of living bodies who change and affect one another in a 

constant balancing act which drifts in and out of the timescale of 

human perception.

call to interns and architects that believe architecture can enact 

change for good whether thesis projects, built or speculative works.

The competition closed on March 21st with 16 entries from 

across the US and two GROUNDBREAKERS were selected as the 

competition winners, Robert Ivanov and Anca Matyiku. They were 

invited to Asheville, NC during the HATCH Experience April 14-17 to 

showcase their work as well as participate in the various panels and 

presentations by the other disciples of HATCH.

For more information visit www.hatchexperience.com/architecture
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HATCH ArCHiTeCTure CompeTiTion: GrounDBreAKerS4GB-2H009629PT7244259nY Tower museum
new YorK - usa

2007

culTural

4600 m²

arquiTecTum

VerTical museum
for The immigraTion afTer 60’s // permanenT & 
Temporary exhibiTion / bar-resTauranT / lobby / 
audiTorium / library / sTore / bio-Terraces / of-
fices / general services / sTorage faciliTies / pier / 
ecological high-rise building

the stArtIng point for the concept of creating a 
new immigration museum was based on fundamental human 
emotions, i.e. the feelings an immigrant experiences when he 
arrives in a foreign country. 
Contrasting emotions, which can be negative and positive at 
the same time, induce similar behavior in the face of change 
that is shared by all immigrants. 
the feeling of being completely lost, the change in surround-
ings, adaptation, isolation, integration, growing linguistic and 
cultural understanding, the euphoria of starting life anew and 
the discovery of the “new World” were the basis for the archi-
tectural development of the museum.
Based on these notions, the first aim was to banish the mo-
notony that is very typical of towers. We therefore created for 
the visitor a feeling of disorientation, a change of scenery, and 
also a lack of guidance in finding their way from one storey (or 
program) to another.
the desire to provoke an emotion, a change of state, the 
stimulation of interest, the slow and often complicated under-
standing of the space and surrounding environment were the 
first steps in the creation of this symbolic place in new york. 
Another important element is the migratory flow, the mix of 
different populations and cultures leading to the one great 
body of people.
A variety of apertures and walls allow the visitor to have an 
unexpected and amazing 360° view of the urban and aquatic 
surroundings, to alternate between the open (terraces), half-
open and enclosed spaces that form the structure and shape 
of the building. 

An energy self-sufficient building

the shape of the tower is not only generated by the symbolic 
thoughts of every immigrant, but is also linked to a sustain-
able ecological system, energy efficiency and a harmonious 
relationship with the urban environment.
the building has an aerodynamic & asymmetric body, sup-
ported by 4 huge structures rising from the water; creating an 
open-air public space and an axis between Battery Park and 
the statue of Liberty. 
After considering the sunshine, wind and climate patterns, 
we created a structure with apertures facing south, in order 
to maximize ventilation and the amount of sunlight entering 
the building.
the structural frame becomes directional supports for the in-
stallation of the hexagonal photovoltaic cells and for 57 small 
wind turbines positioned around the building. 
the south-facing windows are covered by semi-transparent 
photovoltaic cells, acting as protective screens and generat-
ing energy. 
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HATCH ArCHiTeCTure CompeTiTion: GrounDBreAKerS6GB-2H009629PT7244259

naTional museum of arT, archiTecTure and design 
// exhibiTions / resTauranT / offices / vaulTs / 
library / Workshop sTudios / general services / 
audiTorium / parking / Terraces // governmenT of-
fices   building // parking / reTails spaces

museum

nmK - sTaTsbYgg

74 840 m²

culTural

2009

oslo - norwaY

nmaad
Pedestrian CirCulations  // Cars CirCulation  // 

View VertiCal exhibitions CirCulation  // 

seCtion aa  // seCtion bb  // 

View Programs seCtion  // 

energy & Climate seCtion  // 

the museum uses its twisted geometry standing 
on the massive footing to introduce series of event spaces, 
from landscape to interior exhibition to roofscape, nesting all 
aspects of art experiences in one move. 
facing the water front the massing rises and over the Peace 
nobel buildings has a canopy announcing its grand entry. Pe-
destrians are invited into the area through multiple access 
on the landscape, leading to the radial center of the museum 
lobby. the volume make a protected plaza for temporary 
outside exhibitions. Back stage access is straight forward 
directed from the high way to the office towers and back of 
house area in the back. 
Inside the museum the exhibitions are link horizontally and 
vertically has a continuous spiral.  
formation of the geometry starts from first situating the strong 
movement of the massing. this geometry then provides the 
common logic for further articulation such as carved spaces 
or inlaid openings as a synthetic body. 

structure Concept
the technology came in the form of self-compacting concrete 
in which chemical additives are introduced into the concrete 
mix, significantly increasing its workability without any resul-
tant loss in strength.

the project is conceived like a bridge.
With spans up to 80 meters between the irregularly distributed 
shell and with significant cantilevers reaching out to the build-
ing’s perimeter..
the feet, slab and façade act together as a single structure. 
the façade is sometimes being supported by the slab, and 
sometimes it is supporting the slab. the feet walls are in-
clined up to  60º which blurs the boundary between walls 
and floors.” 
this blurring also occurs in the relationship between the cone 
and the slab. Although the feet are the main support for the 
building, they also depend on the slab for restraint.
the building is fooling itself a lot of the time.
since the building was designed to appear as a single mass – 
to simultaneously create space, void and structure, with walls 
inclined up to 50º from vertical – the self-compacting admix-
ture in the concrete enabled continuous concrete pours of up 
to seven meters high, for heavily reinforced walls just 300mm 
thick, within timber formwork. 

sustainable design integrates environmental, economic, and 
social issues of sustainability together with users’ goals and 
needs. the nmAAd museum employs sustainable design to 
reduce energy consumption, reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions, encourage water conservation, and provide high indoor 
environmental quality.

NY Tower Museum, New York, USA

NMAAD Museum, Oslo, Norway
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ROBERT IVANOV
Labscape is a collaborative practice of Architects, urban 

designers, landscape architects, Designer, Artists and other 

multi-media performers around the world, who create vibrant, 

imaginative, and sustainable projects at many scales. This collective 

nourishes its evolutionary practice of interaction with other fields 

and specific contribution of each members and collaborators. 

LABscape is dedicated to the ideal that design has the ability to 

improve our lives and we provide the opportunity to formally 

combine our diverse backgrounds and extensive experience in a 

multi-disciplinary design forum.

Labscape believes that in every space there is a landscape to 

create or adapt to give the opportunity to live in symbioses with 

the environment and ambient. The inspiration for LABscape’s work 

comes from concepts informed by cultural, technological and social 

dimensions and the belief that architecture in its contemporary 

manifestation can create meaningful experiences to a large and 

diverse audience.

In addition to professional practice Robert Ivanov has been 

invited to participate on academic juries and guest lecturer at 

Architectural Association in London, Technical University of Lisbon 

and at Institut Supérieur d’Architecture Victor Horta in Brussels.

In 2002, he received his bachelor of Architecture from Institute 

of Architecture Victor Horta in Brussels.

http://www.labscape.org
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HATCH ArCHiTeCTure CompeTiTion: GrounDBreAKerS8GB-2H009629PT7244259inTerPlace [ bnYd ]
new YorK - usa

2009

mixed-use

37 960 m²

brooKlYn naVY Yard

oFFices - commercial
offices // supermarkeT // reTails // resTauranT // 
bar // parking // exTerior audiTorium // indusTrial 
offices // leed gold cerTificaTion // green areas // 
general services

our ProjeCt shows successful integration of all 
BnydC requirements throughout the project by incorporating 
environmental, historical and contemporary sustainable de-
signs while providing the essential supermarket, retail, com-
mercial spaces and offices. 
our concept creates an innovative project, which will pro-
vide emerging and renewed life for the community around 
the Brooklyn navy yard for several years. the main theme of 
the complex which is portrayed within each building design 
is the creative and successful mix of historical and contem-
porary design. this includes extensive outdoor landscaping 
and water features; offering an outdoor experience unique to 
the BnydC site. 
our goal is aimed at creating a successful destination place 
to visit, relax, shop, perform errands and a safe place for kids 
to play. the green and historical facade which draws atten-
tion to motorists, invites curiosity and draws them into the 
green space rather than drawing their attention away from the 
retail space. 
the project challenges previous philosophies of development 
dependent on car usage and, instead, develops an urban net-
work that is, first and foremost, designed and is responsive 
to the needs of people. short walking distances and access 
to public transportation will mean it is possible to create new 
opportunities for living and working in a human friendly, safe 
environment and a more sustainable typology for future devel-
opments in the surrounding neighborhoods. 
the project envisages the separation of cars by the providing 
a central pedestrian plaza accessible throughout the network. 
the plaza level will have in its heart a monumental square 
flanked by the supermarket, retail, office spaces, food & bev-
erage outlets and it will be connected by pedestrian spines to 
the parking lot.  the scheme will include a number of enter-
tainment facilities such as outdoor cinemas, live music theater 
for drama and other performing arts that will draw visitors to 
the site.
In all, the project will comprise some 205,984 square feet of 
high quality space It will benefit greatly from the amount of 
green space interspersed within the site and proximity to the 
outside housing development will make our site the “park” 
of choice, to which it will appear as an extension by bringing 
the green space into the heart of the area. A new ‘well-being’ 
life style for the community to enjoy many years to come. the 
public transport facilities will also allow the scheme to be-
come an extension of the city by virtue of the connection to 
the bus and subway network.
the flowers, trees and vegetation inside the supermarket pro-
vide continuity and free flowing views of the natural “woodsy” 
feeling and bringing it into the supermarket. the focal point 
and main entrance way is located along the promenade and 
is easily accessible from every angle of the site. 

Interplace [ BNYD ] Offices, New York, NY


